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Physical Register Reference Counting
Amir Roth
Department of Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania
Abstract—Several recently proposed techniques including
CPR (Checkpoint Processing and Recovery) and NoSQ (No
Store Queue) rely on reference counting to manage physical reg-
isters. However, the register reference counting mechanism itself
has received surprisingly little attention. This paper ﬁlls this gap
by describing potential register reference counting schemes for
NoSQ, CPR, and a hypothetical NoSQ/CPR hybrid. Although
previously described in terms of binary counters, we ﬁnd that
reference counts are actually more naturally represented as
matrices. Binary representations can be used as an optimization
in speciﬁc situations.
I. OVERVIEW
ynamically-scheduled processors with uniﬁed physical register
ﬁles use a simple algorithm to free physical registers: registers
are unconditionally added to a free list at instruction commit and
squash. Several proposed techniques require a more ﬂexible physical
register reclamation mechanism: physical register reference count-
ing. Here, instruction processing stages do not unconditionally free
registers. Instead, they increment and decrement register reference
counts. Registers become free when their reference count reaches
zero. These techniques fall into two general classes: ones that use
reference counting to track register reads [1, 2, 6, 7, 10] and ones that
use it to track register “writes” [3, 8, 9]. Here, we use CPR (Check-
point Processing and Recovery) [1] and NoSQ (No Store Queue) [9]
to represent these two classes, respectively.
Despite acting as an enabling mechanism for a number of tech-
niques, register reference counting itself has received little attention.
The earliest description of a reference counting scheme we found
uses per-physical register multi-input up-down binary counters [6].
Subsequent proposals either point to this design, describe their own
scheme as “a table of reference counts”, or skirt the issue altogether.
Insufﬁcient detail about the requirements and implementation of reg-
ister reference counting has led to confusion and to concern about
the feasibility of proposals that use it. This paper attempts to de-mys-
tify register reference counting by providing a set of design recipes
for reference counting mechansims. As examples, we describe refer-
ence counting mechanism designs for NoSQ, CPR, and a hypotheti-
cal NoSQ/CPR hybrid.
II. REGISTER REFERENCE COUNTING APPLICATIONS
Register management is related to, but separate from, register
renaming. Register renaming is the mapping of source operands and
uses a map table. Register management is the allocation and freeing
of registers and uses a free list. Reference counting is a register man-
agement scheme. This section uses CPR and NoSQ to motivate reg-
ister reference counting and to demonstrate the two basic ways in
which it is used.
Conventional processor. Figure 1 shows register management
for a conventional processor with three logical registers (r1–r3) and
eight physical registers (p1–p8). For each of ﬁve dynamic instruc-
tions (A–E), the ﬁgure shows the state of the register map table
before renaming (RMap), the renamed instruction itself, and the
instruction’s register management actions. At rename, an instruction
allocates a new physical register for its destination. It also remem-
bers the physical register it over-writes in the map table—it frees this
register at commit. For example, instruction A allocates p4 for its
destination r1. p4 is over-written by instruction D and is freed when
D commits. Figure 1 refers to these actions as “ROB” actions
because they parallel reorder buffer (ROB) management actions.
This simple algorithm is enabled by a one-to-one mapping
between register-writing instructions and registers they manage. At
rename, every register-writing instruction allocates exactly one regis-
ter and every register is allocated by exactly one instruction. At com-
mit, every register-writing instruction frees exactly one register and
each register is freed by exactly one instruction.
NoSQ. NoSQ (No Store Queue) is a microarchitecture that does
not have a conventional store queue, performing all would-be in-
ﬂight store-load communication using speculative memory bypass-
ing (SMB) [5]. When NoSQ renames a load that it predicts will com-
municate with an older in-ﬂight store, it does not dispatch that load
to the execution engine. Instead, it maps the load’s destination to the
physical register that holds the store’s data input. This action effec-
tively connects the load’s consumers directly to the store’s data pro-
ducer, collapsing the DEF-store-load-USE chain into a speculative
DEF-USE chain. Figure 2a uses the same ﬁve instruction sequence
to show NoSQ’s register management scheme. Load C communi-
cates with store B and so NoSQ maps its output r3 to B’s data input
p4 rather than to a new register. This action links E (C’s consumer or
USE) to A (B’s producer or DEF), bypassing the store-load pair B-C.
NoSQ breaks the one-to-one instruction-to-register mapping that
enables conventional register management. Not every renaming
instruction allocates a new physical register—here C reuses p4,
effectively “sharing” it with A. Similarly, not every committing
instruction frees a register—here D doesn’t free p4, p4 is only freed
when both D and E commit. NoSQ’s register management algorithm
can be formulated in a simple way in terms of reference counting.
Allocations and instances of sharing or reuse become increments and
frees become decrements. These actions track references by in-ﬂight
instructions and parallel ROB management. This algorithm is not
speciﬁc to NoSQ. It applies to any implementation of SMB on a pro-
cessor that has both a uniﬁed physical register ﬁle and a ROB.
NoSQ-style physical register sharing is what we mean by regis-
ter “write” tracking. When multiple instructions share a single regis-
ter as their output—here A and C share p4—both logically write that
register. However, because both would write the same value, only
one—here A—executes and physically performs the write. We track
logical writes and over-writes, not physical writes.
Figure 1. Register management for a conventional processor.
raw RMap renamed ROB
insns r1 r2 r3 insns alloc ren free cmt
A r1= r3+1 p1 p2 p3 p4 =p3+1 p4 p1
B m[r2] = r1 p4 p2 p3 m[p2] = p4
C r3 = m[r2] p4 p2 p3 p5 = m[p2] p5 p3
D r1 = r1+1 p4 p2 p5 p6 = p4+1 p6 p4
E r3 = r1+r3 p6 p2 p5 p7 = p6+p5 p7 p6
p6 p2 p7
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CPR. CPR uses aggressive register reclamation to reduce the
active lifetime of individual registers and improve register ﬁle scal-
ability. CPR frees a register after both the last instruction to read it
executes and the instruction that over-writes it renames implying no
future readers. Under conventional instruction-granularity specula-
tion, squash recovery can undo map table over-writes and retroac-
tively render a given register reclamation premature. CPR sidesteps
this problem by supporting speculation and mis-speculation recovery
only at the granularity of checkpoints. A register can be freed only if
it doesn’t appear in either the current map table or in any checkpoint.
Figure 2b illustrates. The current map table—corresponding to state
after instruction E is renamed—contains p6, p2, and p7. Checkpoints
corresponding to instructions A and D map p1, p2 and p3 and p4, p2
and p5, respectively.
CPR also breaks one-to-one instruction-to-register mapping.
Multiple reader instructions are involved in the freeing of a single
register and a single instruction may be involved in the freeing of two
registers. Checkpoint creation and freeing also participate in register
management. CPR’s register management algorithm can be formu-
lated using reference counting. A register’s reference count is incre-
mented when a reading instruction renames and decremented when a
reading instruction executes. Reference counts are also incremented
when a map table checkpoint is created—the reference count of each
register that appears in the checkpoint is incremented—and decre-
mented when a checkpoint is freed. Figure 2b refers to these sets of
actions as IQ and Ckpt actions, respectively, denoting correspon-
dence to instructions entering and leaving the issue queue and to
checkpoint creation and freeing.
NoSQ/CPR. NoSQ and CPR are a potentially attractive combi-
nation. CPR improves register ﬁle scalability while NoSQ improves
load and store queue scalability. Merging NoSQ and CPR requires
merging their reference counting schemes. The simplest way of
doing that is to extend CPR’s read-counting scheme to account for
NoSQ. As part of eliminating the store queue, NoSQ moves store
execution from the out-of-order core to the in-order back-end. NoSQ
also (logically although not physically) re-executes all loads in the
back-end for veriﬁcation. From a reference counting standpoint, this
requires moving the decrements associated with CPR loads and
stores from execute to commit. Decrements associated with other
instructions still take place at execute. Figure 2c shows a register
management diagram for NoSQ/CPR. LSQ actions are reference
count updates for loads and stores.
Squash recovery. Physical registers are freed not only at commit
(for NoSQ) or execute (for CPR), but also during mis-speculation
recovery. In a processor with conventional register management,
recovery involves freeing the registers allocated to the destinations of
squashed instructions. This can be done in one cycle for an arbi-
trarily large number of instructions starting at the tail of the window
by exploiting the observation that squash recovery frees registers in
reverse allocation order. The free list is organized as a circular queue
and registers allocated to squashed instructions are reclaimed by
moving the free list’s head pointer.
In a processor with register reference counting, recovery
involves undoing the increments that were performed by squashed
instructions if the corresponding decrements had not already
occurred. Accomplishing this in one cycle is not strictly necessary
because instruction squashing and register freeing are not on the mis-
speculation recovery critical path [1]. If possible, however, support
for single-cycle squash recovery is desirable.
III. BASIC DESIGN: UNARY REFERENCE COUNTS
This section describes the basic structure and mechanics of
unary reference counting using NoSQ as a detailed inline example. It
then describes unary reference counting mechanisms for CPR and a
NoSQ/CPR hybrid. Unary reference counting schemes for all three
applications are shown in Figure 3.
Unary reference counts are two dimensional matrices and are
naturally implemented as RAMs. Following the layout of Figure 3,
the horizontal dimension corresponds to physical registers and so
each column represents the reference count for that register. For reg-
ister allocation purposes, exact reference counts don’t matter; what
matters is whether a given reference count is zero or not. To interface
with register allocation, OR gates reduce each reference count—the
bits in each column—to a single free/allocated bit. Collectively,
these form a bitvector-style free list. Registers are allocated directly
out of this bitvector using encoders. The reference counting mecha-
nisms we describe are identical along their horizontal dimension and
all present this interface to register allocation.
Reference counting schemes for different applications differ
along the vertical dimension of the matrix. Here, rows correspond to
entities that reference (i.e., point to) physical registers. In NoSQ,
physical registers are referenced by (the destinations of) in-ﬂight
instructions and by architected logical registers. Figure 3a shows
NoSQ’s reference count matrix as containing one row for each ROB
entry and one row for each logical register in the commit map table
(CMap). Because matrix rows parallel the rows in some other exist-
ing structure, row management is essentially “free”. If rows corre-
spond to entries in two independently-managed structures then the
matrix is also organized with multiple independently-managed
banks. NoSQ’s matrix is organized as two banks. One bank parallels
the ROB—the reference count information for instruction A is at the
same index as instruction A occupies in the ROB. A second bank
parallels the CMap—the reference count information for logical reg-
ister R is in row R.
Reference counts are updated on a row basis. Incrementing refer-
ence counts for the register(s) corresponding to a given entity means
writing a bitvector into the corresponding matrix row. In NoSQ, the
bitvector written by a renamed instruction into the ROB bank is the
decoded representation of its destination physical register. For exam-
Figure 2. Register management for three processors that use reference counting.
RMap renamed ROB
r1 r2 r3 insns +ren –cmt
p1 p2 p3 p4=p1+1 p4 p1
p4 p2 p3 m[p2]=p4
p4 p2 p3 p4=m[p2] p4 p3
p4 p2 p4 p6=p4+1 p6 p4
p6 p2 p4 p7=p6+p4 p7 p4
p6 p2 p7 (a) NoSQ
RMap renamed IQ Ckpt
r1 r2 r3 insns +ren –exc +ren –cmt
p1 p2 p3 p4=p1+1 p1 p1 p1,2,3 p1,2,3
p4 p2 p3 m[p2]=p4 p2,4 p2,4
p4 p2 p3 p5=m[p2] p2 p2
p4 p2 p5 p6=p4+1 p4 p4 p4,2,5 p4,2,5
p6 p2 p5 p7=p6+p5 p6,5 p6,5
p6 p2 p7 (b) CPR
RMap renamed IQ LSQ Ckpt
r1 r2 r3 insns +ren –exc +ren –cmt +ren –cmt
p1 p2 p3 p4=p1+1 p1 p1 p1,2,3 p1,2,3
p4 p2 p3 m[p2]=p4 p2,4 p2,4
p4 p2 p3 p4=m[p2] p2,4 p2,4
p4 p2 p4 p6=p4+1 p4 p4 p4,2,4 p4,2,4
p6 p2 p4 p7=p6+p4 p6,4 p6,4
p6 p2 p7 (c) NoSQ/CPR
raw
insns
A r1=r3+1
Bm[r2]=r1
C r3=m[r2]
D r1=r1+1
E r3=r1+r3
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ple, instruction A writes a bitvector in which only p4’s bit is set. At
commit, an instruction writes this same bitvector into the appropriate
row in the CMap bank. Each reference count matrix bank needs
write bandwidth that matches that of the structure it parallels. In
NoSQ, ROB bank write bandwidth matches rename bandwidth and
CMap bank write bandwidth matches commit bandwidth.
Whereas unary matrix increments use write ports, decrements
are even simpler, requiring only that the corresponding row be
cleared or reset. Because resets don’t require full ports—they require
only wordlines, not bitlines—a reference count bank can support an
arbitrary number of logical decrements per cycle using a bitmask.
Unary reference counts can support single-cycle squash recovery this
way. During normal NoSQ operation, the ROB bank’s reset bitmask
corresponds to committing instructions. On a squash, the reset mask
corresponds to squashed instructions. The CMap bank does not sup-
port resets because every architectural register must be mapped to a
physical register at all times.
Notice, unary reference count matrices do not need to support
reads. Only row writes and resets and column ORs are needed.
CPR. Figure 2b shows CPR’s unary reference counting scheme.
In CPR, physical registers are referenced by (the sources of) un-exe-
cuted in-ﬂight instructions, by the rename map table, and by map
table checkpoints. To track which registers appear in the rename map
table (RMap), CPR maintains an auxiliary per-physical register
bitvector of the same name. The RMap bitvector is updated at
rename—bits corresponding to newly allocated physical registers
that are mapped to instruction destinations are set, bits corresponding
to over-written physical registers are cleared.
CPR’s reference count matrix consists of two banks. The IQ
bank parallels the issue queue. A renamed instruction writes a bit-
vector that encodes its source physical registers into its row. For
example, instruction E’s bitvector has the p5 and p6 bits set. An exe-
cuted or squashed instruction clears its row. The Ckpt bank parallels
the RMap checkpointing structure. Checkpoint creation—which
happens at rename—writes the current RMap bitvector into the cor-
responding row. For example, the checkpoint corresponding to
instruction D includes physical registers p2, p4, and p5. Checkpoint
release—which happens at commit or squash—resets the row.
The reader may wonder why CPR can represent the physical reg-
ister contents of a map table using a single bitvector (RMap) while
NoSQ must represent the same information using per-logical register
bitvectors (CMap). In NoSQ, the sparse representation is necessary
because a physical register may appear in a map table multiple times.
For example, in Figure 2a, the map table corresponding to instruction
D maps both r1 and r3 to p4. Representing map table membership as
a single bitvector is challenging in this scenario as bits for over-writ-
ten registers can only be reset if those registers are not named else-
where in the map table. In CPR, a given physical register appears at
most once in any map table.
The reader may also recognize the RMap bitvector and its check-
points as components of the Alpha 21264’s CAM-style register
renaming and map table checkpointing mechanisms, respectively
[4]. Here, we use them for reference counting. Renaming and map
table checkpointing are separate from reference counting. Our refer-
ence counting mechanisms can be used together with any renaming
scheme. In fact, techniques like NoSQ which can map different logi-
cal registers to the same physical register cannot use the 21264’s
CAM-style renaming scheme, requiring the more traditional RAM-
style scheme instead.
NoSQ/CPR. Figure 2c shows a unary reference counting
scheme for NoSQ/CPR. There are three banks. The LSQ bank tracks
reads by loads and stores and resembles NoSQ’s ROB bank. The IQ
bank tracks reads by un-executed non-memory instructions and
resembles CPR’s IQ bank. The Ckpt bank tracks physical registers
named in map table checkpoints and resembles CPR’s Ckpt bank.
However, because a NoSQ/CPR hybrid allows map tables to name
the same physical register multiple times, the contents of each map
table are represented as they are in NoSQ—not as one bitvector, but
as a bitvector per logical register. When a checkpoint is created, all
RMap bitvectors are copied en masse to a block in the Ckpt bank.
This inefﬁciency motivates the use of binary reference count repre-
sentations.
IV. OPTIMIZATION: BINARY REFERENCE COUNTS
A binary reference count is implemented as an n-bit register.
Attached to the register is a tree of n-bit adders that processes incre-
ments and decrements. Aside from the contents of the counter regis-
ter, the adder tree has one input for each instruction that can
increment or decrement a reference count per cycle. For instance, if
reference counts are incremented at rename and decremented at
commit and the processor can both rename and commit two instruc-
tions per cycle, then a given reference count adder tree has ﬁve
inputs. Figures 4a and 4b each show binary counters with two incre-
ment inputs (i0, i1) and two decrement inputs (d0, d1). Carry-save
adders (cs+ blocks in the ﬁgure) can be used to reduce the height of
this tree. As with unary reference counts, an OR gate reduces the
register to a single free/allocated bit. A processor has one register-
adder block for each physical register.
The same bitvectors that are written into the matrix in a unary
representation are used as the inputs to the adder trees in a binary
representation. In NoSQ, the bitvector each renamed instruction
writes into the unary ROB matrix is the decoded form of its destina-
tion physical register. In a binary counter implementation, each bit in
this bitvector is an input to the adder tree of the corresponding regis-
ter. In a two-way superscalar processor, the ﬁrst renamed instruc-
tion’s bitvector supplies the i0 inputs; the second renamed
instruction’s bitvector provides the i1 inputs. The counters corre-
sponding to these instructions’ destination registers are incremented
Figure 3. Unary reference counting mechanisms.
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
R
O
B
A 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
C
M
ap r1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
r3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
FreeList 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
(a) NoSQ
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
IQ
D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
C
kp
t A 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
RMap 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
FreeList 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
(b) CPR
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
LS
Q B 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
C 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
IQ
D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
C
kp
t
A.r1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A.r2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
A.r3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
D.r1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
D.r2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
D.r3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
R
M
ap r1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
r2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
r3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
FreeList 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
(c) NoSQ/CPR
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by one along the i0 and i1 inputs, respectively. Counters correspond-
ing to other registers are not incremented. The bitvectors for the two
committing instructions act as the d0 and d1 inputs. For decrements,
each bit in the bitvector is sign-extended to match adder width.
Binary counters can support resets, but this is not sufﬁcient to
support single-cycle squashing which requires decrementing each
counter by some arbitrary amount. Because computing the arbitrary
decrement amounts is difﬁcult, squash-related decrements are pro-
cessed by walking the squashed instructions. This generally has little
performance impact [1].
Even ignoring non-support for single-cycle squashing, binary
counters are at a disadvantage relative to unary matrices because reg-
ister storage is larger per-bit than RAM storage and because of adder
overhead. In practice then, binary counters provide an advantage
over unary matrices only under certain conditions.
One such condition is that the maximum practical value of any
reference count is much smaller than the theoretical maximum,
allowing counters and adders to be made narrow. In NoSQ, the theo-
retical maximum value of a reference count is equal to the number of
logical registers plus the number of in-ﬂight loads. In practice, how-
ever, most NoSQ counter values are either zero or one and values
over three—corresponding to at least three in-ﬂight loads communi-
cating with one store—are rare. And so NoSQ’s binary counters can
be implemented with only two bits. ANDing the bits in a counter (the
Max output in Figures 4a and 4b) detects whether that counter has
reached its maximum value and can no longer accept increments.
A second condition that favors binary representations is when
the number of individual increments and decrements to a given refer-
ence counter can be restricted to one (of each) per cycle in a way that
is both easy to implement and doesn’t degrade performance. For
example, in a two-way superscalar NoSQ processor the reference
count of a single register could theoretically be incremented by both
renamed instructions. However, instruction sequences that would
bring this about—e.g., consecutive loads communicating with the
same store—are both rare and easy to detect. Once detected, multiple
same-cycle increments to the same register are avoided by forcing
the loads to rename in consecutive cycles. With only one increment
and one decrement per cycle, the adder tree collapses to a single
three-input carry-save adder. The increment input to the adder is
formed by bitwise ORing the bitvectors of the renaming instructions.
The decrement input is formed similarly by ORing the bitvectors of
the committed instructions. Figure 4b illustrates this optimization.
The adder tree in Figure 4a can process up to two increments and
two decrements per cycle—it has a separate input for each increment
and decrement. In Figure 4b, increments and decrements are limited
to one each per cycle and the adder tree has one increment input (i0
OR i1) and one decrement input (d0 OR d1).
Figure 4c shows a binary reference counting scheme for NoSQ.
A single 2-bit binary counter replaces an entire column bitvector that
spans both ROB and CMap banks.
CPR. Figure 4 doesn’t include a binary reference counting
design for CPR because CPR does not beneﬁt from such a design.
For IQ reference counts, which track register reads, increments and
decrements are not naturally limited to one per cycle—multiple
instructions in a rename group commonly read the same register.
Meanwhile, Ckpt reference counts are quite dense even in a unary
representation. With 16 checkpoints, it doesn’t pay to replace a 16-
bit vector with a 4-bit counter and an adder tree.
NoSQ/CPR. Binary reference counters can dramatically reduce
the cost of reference counting for NoSQ/CPR. Most of the cost of the
unary scheme comes from the RMap and Ckpt banks which repre-
sent registers named in map tables. Because of NoSQ’s use of physi-
cal register sharing, each logical map table must be represented as a
collection of bitvectors, one per logical register.
In Figure 4d, RMap is implemented as an array of 2-bit binary
counters with associated three-input adders as in NoSQ. In contrast
with NoSQ, NoSQ/CPR’s RMap counter vector is both incremented
and decremented at rename—decrements correspond to over-written
registers. Each Ckpt bank entry is also an array of 2-bit counters.
However, these do not have associated adders because they are never
incrementally modiﬁed, only written and restored. As in CPR, the
Ckpt bank is organized as a high-density RAM. Assuming 64 logical
registers, the use of binary counters reduces the cost of the Ckpt bank
by a factor of 32—from 64 bits per checkpoint per register to 2. The
LSQ and IQ banks are left as unary matrices. Overall, NoSQ/CPR’s
reference counting scheme is a unary/binary hybrid in which every
free/allocated bit is computed by ORing multiple unary bitvectors
and 2-bit counters.
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